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Annina, a bear shifter, is willing to offer herself to become The Bear's partner for a year so she
can sway him to vote in favor of her clan as protector of the fishing lands. Kavanaugh, The
Bear, agrees to listen to all sides and make the best decision for all the
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Jun 18, · A Mate for the Bear I thought this was an interesting twist on bear shifter romance
with more focus on the politics of how they live than on some happy accidental meeting like
most stories. I think the ending leaves a lot of room for sequel or spinoff stories/5.
The Council has sent The Bear to intervene in the Territory politics due to the ongoing
feuding. There is an ancient tradition in which the Clans offer him a choice of mate for one
year and a day. Said mate will have a lot of influence over some thing, and Annina is going to
make sure she is the chosen one. Kavanaugh and Annina are a great couple.
I love this story: it's modernly hip with the tattoo parlor passion, fun with the bear shifters in
Sin City, and hot with the newfound mate for the big bad bear. I was hooked in the beginning
and loved everything about Jane, even her easy way of accepting things/5. A female bear that
is underweight cannot give birth. Bears, who usually prefer to live alone, get together in spring
to find a mate. Finding a mate can be quite tricky for the male bear. A male and female bear
may spend days courting each other before mating. Initially, a male suitor trails his prospective
mate from a distance, smelling her daybeds and sniffing her urine to analyze how receptive she
is. At first, she may run away, playing hard to .
The spectacled bear of South America also tends to mate in a given window so its births to
correspond with peak ripening of its preferred fruits. Delayed implantation appears to allow
this bear to respond, if necessary, when the ripening timetable gets thrown off, for example, by
El Nino climate phases.
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